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A B S T R A C T

In practice, High-voltage (HV) cables are occasionally exposed to impulse and superimposed transient condi-
tions, which may initiate partial discharges (PD) temporarily. Whether such PDs persist under AC voltage after
the transient conditions have vanished, is at focus in the research described in this paper. Since for cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) cables the accessories are weak links in the HV cable insulation system, we investigated the
PD behavior of an artificial joint defect in a HV cable model under impulse and superimposed voltages. By
applying a dedicated PD measuring system it was found that, the impulse and superimposed voltages can initiate
PD in the artificial defect, which under local electrical field conditions can persist for some time. The different
parameters of the applied voltages have different effects on the PD behavior.

1. Introduction

By facing the expanding power grids, underground power cables are
installed more and more as an alternative to overhead lines [1,2]. By
2006, 57% of all cables in service are cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)
insulated cable, and 70% of all accessories are extruded types [3].
Nowadays extruded cables, especially XLPE cables, increasingly dom-
inate new installments. This is due to their higher efficiency brought by
the lower dielectric constant, higher operating temperature and easier
manufacturing and installation process [4].

A failure investigation based on approximately 170 individual
power cables in service over the period from 1997 until 2014 [5],
learned that around 69% of the failures occurred in the cable acces-
sories. More than half of the failure causes of XLPE cables in the sample
pool (74%) occurred in the cable accessories due to installation related
defects. The latter weak link of the insulation system is at focus in the
present experimental investigation about transient effects.

In service, power cable systems are occasionally subjected to ab-
normal superimposed transient conditions, where impulses are super-
imposed on the normal AC voltage. One example is a mixed overhead
line and cable system, in which a switching action may lead to high
frequency oscillations, causing large superimposed voltage impulses
[6]. Cable systems are well designed to withstand the normal operating
and transient conditions, however in such cases the insulation system
faces exceptional superimposed transient overstress conditions.

Usually, most defects in the cable insulation are detected through

PD test during commissioning tests or maintenance tests. However, it is
well-known that the usual PD measurement techniques cannot detect
all possible cable insulation defects [7,8]. In the above-mentioned case
defects may exist, in which PDs are not detectable in maintenance or
commissioning tests, while these may initiate at abnormal super-
imposed voltage conditions. In a worse case, possibly PDs may be in-
itiated by the transient overvoltage, which continue under normal AC
voltage. Therefore, it is important to know whether transient situations
can initiate PD deteriorating the insulation, which could affect the
functioning of the cable and its accessories, and what could be the
partial discharge phenomena under transient conditions.

So far, PD phenomena under AC voltage have been widely studied.
However, comparatively little has been written about PDs under im-
pulse voltages and superimposed voltages. By evaluating PDIV, PDEV
and PD magnitude before and after XLPE cable samples were aged by
impulses, different PD behavior was reported in literature [3], [9] and
[10]. In [11] Densley et al. studied the features of PD that initiated
under impulse. However, these results are based on polymeric material
samples instead of cable samples. The PD initiation was investigated
under AC with superimposed impulse voltage in [12], but similarly, the
results are based on material samples. Consequently, PD initiation in a
XLPE cable system under impulse and superimposed voltages still lacks
insight. To address this our experiments are targeted to resolve the PD
phenomena at the level of a laboratory cable model with an accessory
defect, which becomes PD active under transient conditions.

A study of PD initiation under superimposed voltages in a MV XLPE
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cable model under lab conditions has been reported previously [13].
The results show that, superimposed voltage could initiate PD in the MV
cable joint if an originally non-discharging insulation defect exists. In
the current work, the PD initiation and development are investigated in
a HV cable system under impulse and superimposed voltages. A 150 kV
XLPE cable system with an artificial defect in the cable joint was tested
under lab conditions. An adapted PD measuring system consisting of
two HFCTs, band-pass filters, transient voltage suppressors and a digital
oscilloscope was used (Section 2). The HV cable model was subjected to
impulse voltage (Section 3) and superimposed (Section 4) voltages with
different shapes. The measured PD signals were presented in phase-
resolved PD patterns (PRPD), time-resolved pulse waveforms (TRPD),
and usual PD parameters. By interpreting the PD behaviour, the effects
of impulse and superimposed voltages on PD are derived and sum-
marized in Section 5.

2. Experimental Set-Up

The circuit for investigating the effect of transients on the HV cable
model consists of the HV cable system under test, the testing voltage
supplies and the PD measuring system. Fig. 1 shows the schematic
diagram of the experimental circuit. Values of all the elements are given
except for the resistors in the impulse generator, which are adjusted
according to the required waveforms of impulse voltages. A 150 kV
XLPE insulated cable section with accessories was used as the test object
for investigating the effects of transients. An unconventional PD mea-
suring method was applied onto the cable joint to measure PD in the HV
cable system. In the investigation, the HV cable system was tested under
50 Hz AC voltage, impulse voltage and superimposed voltage. For
testing under 50 Hz AC voltage, the HV cable system was connected to a
380 V/150 kV AC transformer. For testing under impulse voltages, part
of the circuit denoted by the grey area in Fig. 1 was connected. For
testing under superimposed voltages, the entire circuit - including the
AC transformer and the impulse generator - was connected. The
blocking capacitor Cb enables the superposition of impulses on top of
the AC voltage and reduces the stresses of the AC voltage on the ca-
pacitors of the impulse generator. In [14] the experimental setup and
PD measuring system has been explained more in detail.

2.1. HV cable model

The 150 kV XLPE extruded power cable section is 16 m long in total.
The total capacitance of the cable section is 3.75 nF. The HV cable is
terminated with two outdoor-type terminations, named termination 1
and 2, and a pre-moulded joint which is located ten meters away from
the termination 1. The cable is grounded at both cable terminations.
Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of the cable joint.

In order to produce partial discharges with AC PDIV above the
operating voltage of the HV cable system, an artificial defect was cre-
ated by manipulating the joint. The connector in the joint was prepared
in such a way that the cable can be pulled out 7 mm of the joint at the
side near to termination 2 (Fig. 2). In practice, this outbound cable
displacement will not happen in a properly mounted cable joint.
Whereas for laboratory testing, this defect can generate under AC vol-
tage detectable partial discharges. With the defect dimension of out-
bound displacement of 7 mm, the PD inception voltages (PDIV) and
extinction voltage (PDEV) were measured as 104 kVrms and 90 kVrms

respectively.

2.2. Testing voltages

The HV cable model was tested under AC voltage, impulse voltage
and superimposed transient voltage. In the impulse tests, impulse vol-
tage waveforms with different peak values Vpeak, front times Tf and
times to half value Th, as shown in Fig. 3a, were applied on the HV cable
system. Fig. 3b gives an example of superimposed voltage waveforms.
An impulse voltage with front time Tf and time to half value Th rides on
the AC wave crest with an AC peak of VACpeak, resulting in a total peak
value Vpeak of the test voltage. During the tests, the parameters Tf, Th,
VACpeak, Vpeak, as well as the phase angle at which the impulse was
superimposed on the AC voltage, were varied in order to study their
effects on the PD behaviour of the HV cable system.

2.3. PD measuring system

Two identical high frequency current transformers (HFCT) were
used as PD sensors to detect PD from the cable joint, with a gain of
3 mV/mA and a bandwidth of 100 kHz – 40 MHz [15]. These HFCTs
were mounted at both ends of the joint with the same polarity, as shown
in Fig. 4 to discern internal from external PD sources. In order to protect
the oscilloscope against huge disturbances during the impulse appli-
cation, a filter/suppressor protection unit, named ‘Filter’, was applied
before the oscilloscope. The Filter consists of a band-pass filter with a

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for testing the HV cable system under superimposed transients.

Fig. 2. HV cable joint and the artificial defect.
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bandwidth of 114 kHz – 48 MHz which attenuates the large dis-
turbances of the impulse, and a transient voltage suppressor (TVS) to-
gether with a spark gap (SG) clipping the voltage off at 12 V. Such
protection unit can attenuate but not eliminate the disturbance com-
pletely. In order to detect PDs during the impulse period, especially
during the impulse front time, an extra band-pass filter with bandwidth
of 1.38–90.2 MHz was added, which helped to further suppress the
disturbances. However, the PD measuring system has an observation
limitation: PD cannot be detected nor be separated from the disturbance
signal during a certain period after applying the impulse, typically
around 100–150 µs. This period is called the detection dead zone. The
PD measuring system, in particular the ‘Filter’ unit and the detection
dead zone, have been specifically explained in [14].

The PD signals captured by the two HFCTs were transmitted
through two 20-meter identical coaxial cables and then acquired by a
digital oscilloscope Tektronix MSO58. The sampling frequency was set
to 1.25 GS/s. The PD acquisition channels were set with a bandwidth of
250 MHz and 1 MΩ internal impedance, but 50 Ω externally terminated
for proper transmission line matching. A trigger level of 2.4 mV was
selected. The acquired PD data were analyzed by PDflex [16]. The re-
sults were presented in phase-resolved PD patterns (PRPD), time-re-
solved PD pulses (TRPD) and typical PD parameters [17–19]. Clustering
techniques were applied to separate PD from noise [20].

2.4. PD IN cable joint under AC voltage

Partial discharges, which are associated with the artificial defect in

the cable joint, were firstly measured under AC voltage using the PD
measuring system. The testing AC voltage was set at 108 kVrms which is
above the PDIV. Fig. 5 shows the measurement results in the form of
PRPD patterns and TRPD pulse shapes. In Fig. 5c, for the PD pulse
measured by HFCT 1, the peak amplitude of the first pulse of 11.2 mV is
the PD magnitude of this PD event.

3. Defect PD activation by impulse voltages

HV impulse waves of relatively long and short impulse time as
shown in Fig. 3a were applied on the HV cable model to simulate the
effects of transients. For long impulse waves, the relatively long front
time and tail time were chosen so that, on the one hand the impulses
approach the standard switching impulse, and on the other hand the
test circuit is able to withstand the impulses. The same applied to the
short impulse waves, which were chosen so that the relatively short
front and tail times approach the settings for the standard lightning
impulse, while any circuit failure was avoided.

The impulse application generated a lot of disturbance which was
also captured by the HFCTs. The TRPD pulse and polarity help to dis-
tinguish the PD signals from the disturbance signals. Fig. 6 shows the
time-resolved pulse shapes of PD signal and disturbance signal mea-
sured by the HFCTs under impulses. The signals measured by the two
HFCTs are always opposite in case of PD while these are in phase in case
of disturbance.

3.1. Long impulse waves

The long Impulse waves applied on the HV cable system are given in
Table 1. In test L1-L4, the applied impulses at four different peak am-
plitudes had the same time setting for the front time Tf of 410 μs and the
tail time Th of 2535 μs and. The peak value of the impulses Vpk in-
creased with a step of 20% from L1 to L4. Partial discharges were
measured during the impulse applications in test L1-L4, and the results
are given in Fig. 7. In test L4-L6, the peak values of the applied impulses
Vpk were kept the same at 274 kV, while the front times and the tail
times were set shorter. Partial discharges measured in test L4-L6 are
given in Fig. 8.

The PD occurrences during the entire impulses having the same time
setting (Tf/Th) for different peak values in tests L1 to L4 are illustrated
in Fig. 7a. Consider the first PD initiated during the tail time of VL4,
shown as the red dot RD1 (RD stands for Reverse Discharge, Section

(a). Test voltage waveform of impulse voltage.

(b). Test voltage waveform of superimposed voltage.

Fig. 3. Test voltage waveforms.

Fig. 4. Two HFCTs installed at two ends of cable joint.
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Fig. 5. PD measured at 108 kVrms at the defect.
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3.2). It has a negative polarity with an amplitude of −7.1 mV. RD1
occurred at VL4 = 97 kV, indicated as the red circle on the wave tail.
Similarly, the first PD initiated during the tail time of VL3 occurred at
VL3 = 41 kV, and the first PD initiated during the tail time of VL2 oc-
curred at VL2 = 9 kV. No PD has been observed under VL1. For the same
impulse front and half times, the higher the peak value of the impulse,
the higher the voltage at which PD initiates during the impulse tail.
From another perspective, the higher the peak value of the impulse, the
earlier PD initiates. This can be seen from Fig. 7a as the PDs under VL4

(red dot) appear first, then the PDs under VL3 (blue1 dot) ignite and at
last the PDs under VL2 (green dot) occur.

The PD occurrence during the front time of the impulse is zoomed in
and shown in Fig. 7b. The first PD detected during the front time of VL4

(red) is indicated as MD1 (MD stands for Main Discharge, Section 3.2),
which has a positive polarity. Similarly, positive PDs initiate at voltages
VL2 (green) and VL3 (blue) near to the impulse peaks. However, the
initiation moments seem to be random.

In test L4-L6, PDs were measured during the entire impulses having
the same peak value but three different time settings. Each test was
repeated six times for each impulse front/half time setting, and the
results of 18 tests are shown collectively in Fig. 8a. During the tail time
of the impulse VL6 (green), the voltage level at which (negative) PD
initiated for the six tests varies from 64 kV to 84 kV, which has an
average is 76 kV (indicated as the dashed green line) with a standard
deviation SD of 9 kV. The average PD initiation voltage under VL4 and
VL5 is 77 kV (SD = 17 kV) and 73 kV (SD = 20 kV) respectively. The
minimum and maximum PD initiation voltages among all the 18 tests
are given as a range of 50–105 kV, indicated as the grey band in Fig. 8a.
It shows that, the PD initiation voltage during the tail time of different
impulse front/half time settings is comparable. In other words, during
the tail of the impulse we observe for the three front/half times that
negative PDs initiate when the impulse voltage decreases into the grey
band. Accordingly, the PDs under VL6 (green) initiate at the earliest,
and the PDs under VL4 (red) occur the latest in time. This can be seen
from Fig. 8a as the group of green dots is leading in time compared to

(a). Time-resolved pulse shape of PD signals.
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(b). Time-resolved pulse shape of disturbance signals.

Fig. 6. Time-resolved pulse shapes of PD and disturbance signals.

Table 1
Long Impulse Waves with their characteristics.

Tests Tf/Th [μs] Peak value Vpk [kV] Repeated test number

L1 410/2535 147 1
L2 176 1
L3 220 1
L4 274 6

L5 374/1612 274 6

L6 232/690 274 6

(a). PD occurrences during the entire impulses.

(b). PD occurrences during the front time.

Fig. 7. PD occurrence under long impulse waves with the time setting of
Tf = 410 μs and Th = 2535 μs for different peak values in test L1-L4.

(a). PD occurrence during the entire impulses.

(b). PD occurrence during the front time.

Fig. 8. PD occurrence under long impulse waves with the same peak value of
274 kV and different time settings in test L4-L6.

1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 7–9 and 11, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.
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the blue dots and red dots.
Similar sequence is observed for the PD occurrence during the front

time, as shown in Fig. 8b. PDs initiate when the impulse voltage reaches
a certain level near to the wave crest in the range of 225–267 kV under
VL4, VL5 and VL6.

3.2. Short impulse waves

Same kind of tests were performed under short impulse waves.
Table 2 gives the short impulse waves with their characteristics. Im-
pulses with the same front/half time setting of Tf/Th = 3/56 μs and
different peak values were applied in test S1-S4. The peak values of the
impulses increased with a step of 20% from S1 to S4. Impulses with the
same peak value of 274 kV and different front/half time settings were
applied in test S4-S11. Partial discharges measured in test S1-S4 and S4-
S11 are shown in Fig. 9a and b respectively.

According to Densley [11], both Main Discharges (MD) during the
front time and Reverse Discharges (RD) during the tail time of the
impulse are supposed to be observed. However, due to the limitation of
the PD measuring system [14], main discharges during the front time
were not detectable as the front time is too short. Therefore, in the case
of short impulse wave application, since the detection of main

discharges is not possible, the analysis is restricted to the reverse dis-
charges during the tail time.

For the PD occurrence under short impulse waves with the same
front/half time setting of Tf/Th = 3/56 μs and different peak values in
test S1-S4, similar sequences for PD initiation were observed as for long
impulse waves as shown in Fig. 9a. Consecutively PDs under VS4 (red)
initiated at VS4 = 71 kV, PDs under VS3 (blue) ignited at VS3 = 40 kV,
and PDs under VS4 (green) occurred at VS4 = 7 kV. With the same
impulse front/half time setting, the higher the peak value of the im-
pulse, at higher voltage PDs initiate during the impulse tail.

The PD occurrence under short impulse waves with the same peak
value and different front/half time settings is given in Fig. 9b. Each test
was repeated for six times under each impulse waveform. During the
tail time, the PD initiation voltages of all the 48 tests under VS4 to VS11

are in the range of 40–102 kV. When the impulse voltage decreases and
falls into this range, PDs initiate. Therefore, the shorter the impulse
front/half time setting, the earlier PDs initiate.

3.3. Discussion PD activation by impulses

The observation of different PD occurrence patterns under impulses
at different front/half time settings and peak values can be explained by
the internal electric field condition within the defect.

Fig. 10 shows schematic internal electric field conditions within the
defect under VL1 to VL4 corresponding to test L1-L4. Ec is the en-
hancement of E0, where E0 is generated by the applied testing voltage,
e.g. VL1 across the insulation thickness. Thus, Ec follows the wave shape
of VL1. Eq is created by the surface charges. The residual local field Ei is
the sum of Ec and Eq, which drives the PD occurrence. The concept of Ei,
Ec and E0 have been detailed in [13]. During the front time of every
impulse, as shown in Fig. 10a, PD initiates as soon as the local electric
field Ei (dashed lines) reaches the PD inception field. After the first PD,

Table 2
Short Impulse Waves with their characteristics.

Tests Tf/Th [μs] Peak value Vpk [kV] Repeated test number

S1 3/56 150 1
S2 176 1
S3 226 1
S4 274 6
S5 3/26 274 6
S6 3/84 274 6
S7 3/174 274 6
S8 3/409 274 6
S9 3/782 274 6
S10 3/1630 274 6
S11 3/2006 274 6

(a). PD occurrence under short impulse waves with the same time setting of 
Tf/Th = 3/56 s and different peak values in test S1-S4.

(b). PD occurrence under short impulse waves with the same peak value of 
274 kV and different time settings in test S4-S11. 

Fig. 9. PD occurrence under short impulses.

(a). during front time. 

(b). during tail time.

Fig. 10. Schematic electric field conditions under long impulse waves in test
L1-L4.
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the local electric field Ei deviates from the background field Ec due to
the discharge process and the arisen Eq, which has an opposite direc-
tion. Assume there is no charge decay, than Eq keeps constant between
discharges. Ei increases with Ec again and when Ei reaches the PD in-
ception field, PD reoccurs. However, such process doesn’t match the PD
measured in Fig. 7. This is due to the detection dead zone mentioned in
Section 2.3. When applying long impulse waves, the detection dead
zone is around 130 μs, which means that any PD occurring within
130 μs after the impulse may not be observed. Therefore, the first main
discharge being observed is MD1. This can explain the random PD in-
itiation in Fig. 7b, which actually occurred beyond the detection dead
zone as shown in Fig. 10a. The development of the local electric field Ei
further influences the PD initiation during the tail time. As shown in
Fig. 10b, Ei of VL4 reaches the negative PD inception field firstly, which
causes the first reverse discharge RD1. The first reverse discharge under
VL3 appears later and under VL2 in the latest.

Fig. 10 gives a qualitative analysis of the electric field conditions
with the assumption that there is no charge decay. In real defects, the
charges deposited on the insulator surface from previous PD processes
may decay by ion drift, diffusion through the gas and conduction along
the insulator surface [21]. This will influence the Eq created by the
charges and hereby the Ei. As a result, the PD occurrence will be slightly
different and random, but still follow physics as explained above.

For impulses VL4 to VL6 corresponding to test L4-L6, due to the
detection dead zone it is only possible to observe the PDs occurred after
the dead zone, as shown in Fig. 11a. According to the schematic electric
field conditions, Ei of VL6 starts to decrease firstly. Due to the biggest
slope of VL6′s tail wave, Ei of VL6 - shown as the green dashed line -
reaches the negative PD inception filed earliest, which leads to the
earliest PD occurrence under VL6. Ei of VL4 and VL5 start to decrease
almost at the same time. But VL4 has the smallest slope. Therefore, PDs
under VL4 (red) occur at the latest. The voltages, at which PDs initiate

under all the three front/half times based on the schematic local field
conditions, fall into the range of 50–105 kV observed from experiments,
as shown in Fig. 11b.

The electric field conditions of the defect under short impulse waves
in test S1-S11 are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. For impulses VS1 to VS4

with the same front/half time setting and different peak values
(Fig. 12), main discharges are supposed to occur during the front time
as soon as the local electric field Ei reaches the PD inception field.
During the tail time, due to the largest arisen Eq, the resulting Ei of VS4

reaches the negative PD inception field firstly, which causes the first
reverse discharge. The first reverse discharge under VS3 occurs then and
the one under VS2 initiates the latest. Moreover, with PD being initiated
earliest, more PDs could occur under VS4 within the same impulse
duration. The analysis is in accordance to the observation in Fig. 9a.
However, in practice, since the front time is shorter than the dead zone,
no main discharges during front time but only reverse discharges during
the tail time were observed.

For impulses VS4 to VS11 with the same peak values and different
front/half time settings (Fig. 13), the shorter the tail wave, the bigger
the wave slope, the earlier Ei starts to decrease and reaches the negative
PD inception field, the earlier PD initiates. The voltages, at which the
first reverse discharges initiate under all the eight front/half times
based on the schematic local field conditions, fall into the range of
40–102 kV observed from experiments, as shown Fig. 13.

4. Defect PD activation by superimposed voltages

The effect of transients on partial discharge initiation in the HV
cable model was investigated for superimposed impulse voltage wave-
forms as shown in Fig. 3b. To observe the influence of different wa-
veforms the AC and impulse voltage combinations listed in Table 3
were applied to the cable system. The parameter Ratio is the ratio of the

(a). during front time. 

(b). during tail time. 

Fig. 11. Schematic electric field conditions under long impulse waves in test
L4-L6.

Fig. 12. Schematic electric field conditions under short impulse waves in test
S1-S4.

Fig. 13. Schematic electric field conditions under short impulse waves in test
S4-S11.
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total peak voltage Vpeak to the AC voltage peak value VACpeak. φ is the
phase angle at which the impulse is superimposed on AC. The PDIVs
were always measured just before the tests, which confirmed that the
cable model was PD free at operating voltage before the test. Each test
consisted of six same measurements, in which the same specific wa-
veforms were applied on the HV cable model and partial discharges
were measured. For each test, the most representative result of the six
measurements is summarized in Table 3. The Max PD magnitude in
Table 3 is the maximum PD magnitude among the measured PD events
in each test. The total PD number is the total number of PDs measured
after applying the superimposed transients. Duration is the time dura-
tion of PD occurrence counted from the moment of impulse application
to the moment the last PD observed. PD probability states the number
of tests in which PDs initiated by the superimposed transients out of six
tests. The measurement results given in Table 3 are shown in Fig. 14.

4.1. Partial discharge initiation under superimposed transient

In most of the tests, partial discharges were initiated by the super-
imposed transients and persisted under AC voltage for a certain period
of time. Although the PD behavior is different under different transient
waveforms, the principle of the PD initiation is related to the electric
field conditions within the defect. Test 13 with long impulse wave and
test 2 with short impulse wave superimposed on the AC wave are de-
scribed in detail in the following.

Fig. 14l depicts the measurement result of test 13. Since the applied
impulse has a long front time, it was possible to observe the main
discharge, which initiated as soon as the impulse was applied (Fig. 14l).
When the voltage turned to the negative cycle, several negative dis-
charges occurred. Fig. 15 shows the observed main discharge and the
first negative discharge by their TRPD pulse shapes.

The physical process of PD initiation determined by the electric field
condition within the defect is described in Fig. 16. Without considering
the charge decay and the trapped charges (Fig. 16a), the first main
discharge initiates as soon as the local field Ei reaches the inception
field Einc at the impulse rising phase. After the discharge process, the
charges deposited on the defect surface creates an opposite Eq, which
deviates Ei from the background field Ec. When the voltage turned to
the negative cycle, very soon Ei reaches the negative inception field
-Einc and the negative discharges occur. After the positive discharge
occurred in the next positive cycle, Ei regresses to Ec and no more PD
occurs.

In practice, the charges left on the defect surface decay with time
before the next discharge event occurs. Thus, instead of being constant,
the created Eq decreases. This will influence the resulting Ei and PD

occurrence. As observed in Fig. 16b, following the negative discharges
in the first negative cycle, two positive discharges occur in the positive
cycle and a negative Eq is left. With the decreasing Eq, Ei could reach the
-Einc again leading to another discharge. And then the discharges re-
occur. This is in accordance with the observation in the test (Fig. 14l).
Moreover, apart from the charges deposited on the defect surface, there
are also charges that are trapped on the surface with a certain energy
level. If they obtain enough energy, they could escape from the traps
and become free charges, which are potential first electrons for partial
discharges to occur. If they stay in traps on the surface, they may also
create a tiny field Eq which keeps Ei deviating from Ec.

In test 13, the PD activity lasted for around two seconds. The PD
extinction might be caused by the lack of the first free electron and
insufficient local field. With more PDs occurring in the defect, the
charges will increase the conductivity of the defect surface, which leads
to a faster charge decay. With faster charge decay, the created Eq after a
PD event will decrease faster so that no more free charges are available
as the first free electron. Without the Eq created by the deposited
charges, the tiny field created by the trapped charges is not enough to
drive Ei reaching Einc. As a consequence, the discharge cannot reoccur.

In test 2, the superimposed impulse has a short front time of 3 μs,
which is within the dead zone of the PD measuring system. Therefore, it
is not possible to detect main discharges during the impulse. As shown
in (Fig. 14b), the first detected PD is in the negative cycle. The main
discharge, which is supposed to occur, can be seen from the schematic
electric field condition (Fig. 17). Without considering the charge decay
(Fig. 17a), main discharges initiate when the impulse is applied. During
the first negative cycle, discharges reoccur for several times. Since no
charge decay is considered, the field Eq created by charges keeps con-
stant between two PD pulses, and reaches or crosses zero after several
PDs. With such low Eq, the local field Ei cannot reach the inception field
Einc. Thus, PD extinguishes. If considering the charge decay (Fig. 17b),
the field Eq decreases between every two PD pulses. Due to the slow
charge decay and the very short interval between two PDs, the change
in Eq is not obvious in Fig. 17b. However, after several PDs, the accu-
mulated charge decay processes result in a positive Eq, which makes the
local field Ei reaches the inception field Einc. Consequently, PD persist
under AC voltage. Similar to the case in test 13, the PD activity was
recorded for around two seconds.

Since the partial discharge process is a dynamic process, and the
real field conditions in the defect are influenced by many other factors,
such as the defect dimension and shape, the gap composition in the
defect, the aging condition of the insulation surface etc., the schematic
electric field conditions cannot completely reveal the real field condi-
tions within the defect. However, they are very helpful for

Table 3
Tests on HV Cable under Superimposed Voltages.

Impulse Tf/Th [μs] AC [kVrms] Ratio φ [°] PDIV [kVrms] Test Max PD magnitude [mV] Total PD number Duration [s] PD probability

3/91 88 1.8 0 97 1 43.2 180 2.92 6/6
1.7 0 2 27.0 110 1.87 6/6
1.7 0 104 3 64.0 95 1.20 6/6
1.6 30 4 106.6 61 1.13 6/6
1.2 60 5 56.9 64 0.71 1/6
1.0 90 6 – – – 0/6
1.7 180 7 51.8 124 1.29 6/6
1.4 60 8 48.7 47 0.69 6/6

94 1.8 0 97 9 73.9 1480 14 2/2
1.7 0 10 67.4 933 7.76 6/6
1.7 0 104 11 72.5 443 3.17 6/6
1.7 180 12 73.8 301 2.87 6/6

93/845 88 1.6 0 97 13 132.8 165 1.9 6/6
1.5 30 14 45.2 23 0.86 6/6
1.1 60 15 – – – 0/6
0.7 90 16 – – – 0/6
1.4 0 17 37.9 11 0.06/1.12 6/6
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understanding the physical process of partial discharges under the
transients.

The results presented in Table 3 and Fig. 14 show that, the super-
imposed transients could initiate partial discharges in the cable system.
After the transient, the PD behavior is influenced by the ongoing AC
voltage which determines the background field Ec, as well as the surface
charges left by previous discharges process which determines the Eq.
The influence of different waveforms on the PD behavior is to be dis-
cussed in the following section.

4.2. Influence of different ratios

In test 1 (Fig. 14a) and test 2 (Fig. 14b), the short impulses with Tf/
Th = 3/91 µs were superimposed on the same AC voltage of 88 kVrms at
0° with different ratios of 1.8 and 1.7 respectively. The PDIV were
measured before each test as 97 kVrms. As discussed before, partial
discharges were supposed to initiate during the impulse. However, due
to the dead zone of the PD measuring system, only PDs beyond the dead
zone are detectable. For this reason, only PDs from the first negative
cycle after the impulses are observed. In both tests, the number and
magnitude of PDs which occurred during the first cycle right after the
impulses are relatively high. The maximum PD magnitudes as shown in

(a). Test 1  (h). Test 9

(b). Test 2 (i). Test 10

(c). Test 3 (j). Test 11

(d). Test 4  (k). Test 12

(e). Test 5 (l). Test 13

 (f). Test 7 (m). Test 14

 (g). Test 8 (n). Test 17
          PD occurrence over time.                PD during five cycles after impulse.           PD occurrence over time.                PD during five cycles after impulse.
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Fig. 14. PD occurrence due to impulses superimposed on AC voltages.
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Table 3 occurred in the first cycle in both tests. With time, it was ob-
served that both the PD magnitude and the PD number per cycle, i.e.
the PD repetition rate, decrease until PD extinguished. In both tests, the
PD activities lasted for a few seconds. In test 1, with waveform ratio 1.8,
the PD activity lasted longer (longer duration) and more PDs occurred
(larger PD number) during this process than in test 2. Such difference in
PD behavior is seen as a result of different field conditions caused by the
different ratios. This is illustrated in Fig. 18. With higher ratio, a larger
impulse is superimposed on AC voltage, which results in a longer period
of time during which the applied voltage is higher than the PDIV. This
gives more chances for more PDs to occur in a short time. In addition,
those consecutively occurred PD events would generate more charges
which will contribute to a larger Eq. This would further lead to a larger
Ei and therefore to more PD events. Consequently, more charges are
accumulated before decaying and recombination. Those charges enable
PD activity to persist for a longer time under AC voltage. Therefore, the
impulse determines the early initiated PDs, especially during the first

cycle after the impulse. Those early initiated PDs further influence the
PD behavior under AC voltage.

A similar effect of the ratio value on partial discharges is observed
with higher AC voltage in test 9 vs. test 10, and with longer impulses in
test 13 vs. test 17. In test 9 and test 10 (Fig. 14h and i), the short
impulses were applied on an AC voltage of 94 kVrms with ratio of 1.8
and 1.7 respectively. With ratio of 1.8, more PDs occurred, and the PD
activity lasted longer. In test 13 and test 17 (Fig. 14l and Fig. 14n),
longer impulses with Tf/Th = 93/845 µs were applied on an AC level of
88 kVrms. Main discharges are observed during the impulse. With a ratio
of 1.4 in test 17, very few PDs occurred, resulting in a small PD number
and shorter duration.

4.3. Influence of different phase angles

In test 3 to test 6, the same impulses were superimposed on the AC
voltage at phase angles of 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° respectively. For the same
impulse amplitude, this results in different ratios as shown in Table 3.
When the impulse was applied at 0° in test 3 and at 30° in test 4, PD
were always initiated by the impulse for all the repeated six tests (PD
occurrence = 6/6). PD occurred in test 3 lasted slightly longer than that
in test 4, and the PD density is also slightly higher than that in test 4
(Fig. 14c and d). However, when the impulse was applied at 60° in test
5, in only one out of six tests ((Fig. 14e) PDs occurred (PD occur-
rence = 1/6). And with 90° in test 6, no PD were initiated by the im-
pulses among all the repeated tests (PD occurrence = 0/6).

Considering the schematic electric field conditions, although they

(a). the first main discharge.

(b). the first negative discharge.

Fig. 15. TRPD pulse shapes of PDs measured in test 13.

(a). without considering charge decay and the trapped charges.

(b). considering charge decay and the trapped charges.

Fig. 16. Schematic electric field conditions in test 13.

(a). without considering charge decay and the trapped charges. 

(b). considering charge decay and the trapped charges. 

Fig. 17. Schematic electric field conditions in test 2.

(a). test 1, ratio=1.8. (b). test 2, ratio=1.7.

Fig. 18. Schematic electric field conditions in test 1 and test 2 for different
ratios.
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are slightly different under waveforms with 0° (Fig. 19a) and 30°
(Fig. 19b), they cause similar PD events during the first cycle after the
impulses. With an angle of 60°, less PDs occurred (Fig. 19c). With an
angle of 0°, no PD could occur (Fig. 19d).

In test 3 to test 6, both the phase angle and the ratio vary. Between
these two parameters, we assume that the ratio, more precisely the
overvoltage value, is dominantly affecting the PD occurrence. This is
illustrated in (Fig. 20). For all the four tests, the PDIV was measured the
same as 104 kVrms. When the impulse was applied at a larger phase
angle, a smaller peak value was obtained. Consequently, the period of
time the voltage being higher than the PDIV is shorter, or the voltage
even cannot reach the PDIV. In this case, PD will not, or only have small
chance to occur. This has been observed in test 5 and test 6. It is worth
noting that, with 60° the overvoltage also exceeds the PDIV for a very
short time in Fig. 20, which is still supposed to initiate PDs. However, it
is quite possible that the first free electron for PD initiation cannot be
available during this short time. Then PD losses the chance to initiate.
Thus, for only one out of six tests PDs occurred in test 5.

In order to further confirm the assumption that the overvoltage
value is the dominant parameter of PD occurrence, in test 8 the impulse
was applied at the same phase angle of 60° as in test 5, while the re-
sulting ratio is 1.4, being higher than that of 1.2 in test 5. In this case,
PD were observed in all of the six tests (PD occurrence = 6/6). One
measurement is shown in Fig. 14g. Hereby we can conclude that, the
dominant parameter which influences the PD occurrence is the ratio, or
the total overvoltage value.

The same phenomenon was observed in test 13 to test 16 with
longer impulses. PDs were always initiated (PD occurrence = 6/6) by
the impulses when they were applied at 0° and 30°, while no PD was
observed with phase angles of 60° and 90° (PD occurrence = 0/6). PD
that occurred in test 13 lasted longer than those in test 14, and the PD
density is also much higher than that in test 14 (Fig. 14l and m).

4.4. Influence of different PDIV values

The voltage waveforms applied in test 2 and test 3 were exactly the
same, while the PDIV values measured before the tests were different.
With lower PDIV at 97 kVrms in test 2, it is easier for the voltage to reach
the PDIV value. Therefore, more PDs were initiated in the first cycle but
with lower amplitude (Fig. 14b). The schematic electric field condition
is seen in Fig. 18b. However, the PD activity lasted longer in test 2. With
higher PDIV value in test 3, less PDs with higher amplitude occurred,
but the PD activity lasted shorter (Fig. 14c). The schematic electric field
condition is seen in Fig. 19a.

Similar phenomenon is observed in test 10 (Fig. 14i) and test 11
(Fig. 14j), where the AC voltage for both tests were set as 94 kVrms.

4.5. Influence of different AC levels

If the PDIV value is kept the same, with all the other parameters the
same but higher AC voltage, it is also easier for the voltage to reach the
PDIV value and then initiate more PDs. The effect of AC level can be
seen in test 1 vs. test 9, test 2 vs. test 10, and test 3 vs. test 11. In each
pair of tests, under the waveform with higher AC voltage level, more
PDs with higher amplitude initiated in the first cycle, and the PD ac-
tivities lasted for longer time. The schematic field conditions in test
3and test 11 are shown in Figs. 19a and 21.

4.6. Influence of different impulse polarities

In test 7, the same impulse as in test 3 was applied but with negative
polarity and on the negative AC crest. Beside more PDs occurring in test
7, similar PD behaviour has been observed as in test 3. In test 11 and
test 12 with higher AC voltage, the PD behaviour under positive im-
pulse and negative impulse are similar as well. As a conclusion, the
polarity of the impulse will not have an impact on the PD behaviour.

5. Conclusions

In this work, partial discharges were investigated in a 150 kV XLPE
cable model under transient situations. An artificial defect was in-
troduced in the cable joint in order to generate partial discharges. An
unconventional PD measuring system was used to measure PDs during
and after the impulse application. The HV cable system was subjected
to pure impulse voltages and superimposed voltages separately.

The PD measurement results obtained from the pure impulse tests
show that, the impulse voltage can initiate partial discharges with
sufficient voltage level. Several main discharges initiated during the
front time of the impulses. More reverse discharges occurred during the
tail time of the impulses until the impulse finished. For the impulse
voltages with the same front/half time setting (Tf/Th), the higher the
peak value, the earlier PD would initiate and the more PDs would occur
during the entire impulse. While for the impulse voltages with the same

(a). test 3, =0°. (b). test 4, =30°.

(c). test 5, =60°. (d). test 6, =90°. 

Fig. 19. Schematic electric field conditions in test 3 to test 6 with different
phase angles.

Fig. 20. Overvoltage vs. PDIV in test 3 to test 6.

Fig. 21. Schematic electric field conditions in test 11 with AC of 94 kVrms.
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peak value and different front/half time settings, the shorter the im-
pulse, the earlier PD would initiate. However, for the tested waveforms,
the front/half time setting doesn’t play a significant role in the number
of occurring PDs. As a conclusion, the peak value of the impulse voltage
has more significant effect on partial discharges than the impulse front/
half time setting.

The PD measurement results obtained from the superimposed
transients show that, partial discharges can be initiated by the super-
imposed transients under certain conditions. When the impulse was
applied, main discharges with the same polarity as the impulse were
firstly initiated during the front time of the applied impulse. After the
impulse finished, the initiated PDs were sustained by the AC voltage.
The parameters of the superimposed transients influence the PD beha-
viour: the higher the peak overvoltage value (in other words, the ratio),
the higher number of PDs occurs, some of which PD would persist for a
longer time under AC voltage. When the same impulse was super-
imposed on the AC voltage with a certain phase angle, the larger the
phase angle (the farther the impulse is from the AC crest), the less
probability and the less numbers of PDs would occur. With higher PDIV,
less PDs with higher amplitude occurred. And higher AC voltage level
may lead to more PDs with higher amplitude initiated in the first cycle
and longer duration of PD activities. Lastly, the polarity of the impulse
does not have an impact on the PD behaviour.

The influence of the superimposed transients on PD behaviour can
be explained by the electric field conditions within the defect. Basically,
the overvoltage of the impulse will initiate a group of PDs with higher
number and magnitude during the first cycle, which leave many
charges on the surface of the defect and cause a change in the electric
field condition. The generated charges will increase the probability of
PD occurrence by contributing to the local field and providing free
electrons. This will further influence the PD activity persisting under AC
voltage
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